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a good Thanksgiving dinner at so little trouble and expense.
Restaurants and Hotels Generous
The hotels and restaurants, however, accommodated immense crowds at
DAY noon and again in the evening. Each
of these establishment c, in keeping
with the generous fashion of the day,
gave its guests a bountiful dinner.
Judging from the elaborate menus
and the reasonible charges the proWORSHIPPERS prietors of these establishments re- CHARGES OF BRIBERY IN M'NA-AN- HUNDREDS OF
MARA CASE MAY CAUSE
ceived most of their profits in he
ATTEND UNION AND OTHER
of their patrons and
smiles
satisfied
OTHER LONG DELAY.
SERVICES
the advertising their generosity will
bring to them. U is certain that the
A BIG DINNER AT NOONDAY
pecuniary profits cannot have been STATE ASKS FOR CONTINUANCE
large.
Well Dressed Crowds
IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN
FOOTBALL AND SKATING IN THE
DUE TO
In the afternoon a tremendous
SENSATIONAL
FURNISHED
AFTERNOON
DEVELOPMENTS
crowd attired in Its 'Sunday clothes'
ABOUT TO OCCUR.
PLENTY OF FUN
made 'ts way to Amusement park to
witness the football game between
the Hawks and the Normal Univer
DISTRICT ATTORNEY IS BUSY
THEATERS DID BIG BUSINESS
sity. Others took advantage of the
beautiful day by making long automoFOR WHOLESALE
OPERA HOUSE AND MOTION PIC- bile and carriage drives into the IS PREPARING
country. The livery men did an imPROSECUTIONS
FOR ILLEGAL
TURE SHOWS FULL; DANCE
mense business, practically
all of
REGISTRATION.
AT ARMORY A SUCCESS
their equippages being in service. The
crowds at the game, at church and on
Los Angeles, Cal.. Dec. 1. At the
Amid peace and plenty Las Vegas the streets were handsomely dressed
opening of court in the McNamara
observed
Thanksgiving and made an attractive sight.
yesterday
case today District Attorney FredeThe day was typical of New
Day.
During the afternoon Alburtus, the
ricks asked for a continuance until 2
Mexico. The sun shone brightly anl psychic wonder, gave a demonstratiot
o'clock p. m. He did not state the
the air was warm, with just enough of his ability.
A
committee o!
reason, holding himself to the comof the bracing mountain breezes pres- three
a
men was
nail
given
ment
that he had never asked a conto
the
ent to make it wholesome
large and hammer. The nail, was drive
The request was
number of people who thronged the In a post in front of the Center Block tinuance before.
granted.
streets before and after the hour of pharmacy, corner of Lincoln and
It was rumored that certain
worship in the morning and attended Grand avenues. The nail was then
.developments interested the
the football game at Amusement park extracted and hidden in the cash re
state but this could not be confirmed.
in the afternoon. None of the unplea gister of the O. L.
Gregory clgaj Thirty-eigh- t
men in the venire panel
ant features of the days immediately store. The hammer was secreted in of 50
were reached with summonses
preceding Thanksgiving were notice- the Blsmark restaurant.
Then the and of the number 15 remained after
able yesterday. It was an ideal New committee called for Alburtus, who
Judge Bordwell's preliminary examMexico day and reminded Las Ve- had been waiting blindfolded near the
ination.
gan ts that one of the things for which postofflce.
Climbing into a buggy
The district attorney's office was
this great new state has reasons for with the committee Alburtus drove completely engrossed
in details of the
offering thanks is Its maginifcent cli- rapidly to the Gregory store and se- alleged illegal registration of voters
mate.
cured the nail. Then he went to the and this was given as the reason not
Bismark and got the hammer after only for the inactivity in the Franklin
Churches Well Attended
Many people arose early yesterday which he drove back to the pole it: case but for the request for early adto attend services of thanksgiving. which the nail had been driven. Still journment of the McNamara case.
Scores and scores of complaints had
The sunrise
prayer meeting in the blindfolded he placed the nail in tl
hole from which it had been extract to lie prepared today by the district
First Buptist church was well
thronged the Ro- ed. Then the blindfold was remov- attoinfeg lu connection taitAU Jloves'ed.
A large number of people wit- ioiiuuuii, aa luc ' i, unin uu;uig uu
man Catholic churches at the regular
Tuesday. The alleged election fraud
this spectacular stunt.
whrieh
were
nessed
masses,
morning
early
is to be one of the subjects of invesDance and Theaters in Evening
held slightly later than usual for the
In the evening the moving picture tigation of the new grand jury and It
accommodation of those who wished
to give thanks. The union Thanks- theaters were thronged with people. is supposed that the district attoroffice expected as a result of togiving service at the First Baptist At the Photoplay an exceptionally ney's
work to furnish; two good readay's
church at 10:30 o'clock, was the oc- good program was given. The prin
sons for the summoning at once of
was
numfeature
"The
Thumb
the
cipal
casion utilized by
largest
the grand juryt election frauds anl
ber of Las Vegas people for giving Print," a film which depicted the use
bribery attempts in connection with
woa
in
thumb
a
of
thanks. Music was furnished by
print
acquitting a
a McNamara venireman.
speaial choir under the direction of man of a murder of which she was
Franklin was In conference today
atMrs. H. M. Northrup and was an
falsely charged. The pictures were
with his attorney, Henry T. Gage, goexcellent
The
music.
The
of
service.
the
accompanied by
tractive feature
sermon was preached by Rev. W. R. new opera chairs, which recently ing over details of the defense to he
made at the preliminary hearing MonQuiggin, who recently came here from were installed in the theater,
for the first time by many of day. Rumors flew thick and fast that
Clovis to take the pastorate of the
inthe
their the district attorney's office was
Mr.
Rev.
patrons, who expressed
First Christian church.
one
a
that
report
vestigating
charging
Quiggin's remarks were timely and in pleasure at the new improvement At of the sworn jurors had been tamkeeping with the spirit of the day. the Imp theatre the new motion pic- pered with before entering the box.
Memorial
At St. Paul's
Episcopal ture play house, the Tuxedo Duo, a It was
of
(said that a
church the anofent ritual for Thanks- clever vaudeville pair, entertained the men
in the box might be asked
was
act
The
crowds.
composed for
giving day was read by the pastor, large
by the prosecution. This theory
Rev. J. S. Moore. A goodly number of high class instrumental and vocal
wide credence and Chief Degained
of the members of the parish was music with plenty of comedy and an tective Samuel L. Browne admitted
present. Throughout the city the re- Italian street singing burlesque which that such a thing was not impossib'e
ligious nature of the day was em the people are still talking about. One at this time.
phasized. Thanksgiving was observ- of the stunts was a clever female ImIt developed that Larry Sullivan,
ed, on the whole, more in keeping personation which made a hit with another of the detectives occasionwith the spirit of the Pilgrims who the audience. The vaudeville will be
ally employed by the McNamara defounded it than for many years. This continued
tonight and tomorrow fense for special work, was secretly-closeteis largely due to the fact that the night with complete change of prowith District Attorney Fredgoodness of the Almighty toward Lab gram each evening.
ericks today. Sullivan, who guarded
The Randolph Hypnotic company Mrs. Ortie McManigal when she was
Vegas and all New Mexico has been
manifested in manifold ways during enjoyed a large patronage at the Dun- In Los Angeles, it is understood, was
the twelve months just past. A grate- can opera house. Alburtus gave some summoned by the prosecution and
ful people poured forth its fervent clever exemplifications of his marvel- subjected to a long Interrogation
thanks.
ous power, escaping from locks and though what it was about could not
handcuffs and doing some interesting be learned.
Eagle Shoved Off Escutcheon
stunts in the cabinet. Several demonThat District Attorney Fredericks
The American eagle was shoved en- strations of
were giv- would ask, when court convened at
power
hypnotic
tirely off his roost on the national en the subjects being put through 2 o'clock, a
reopening of the examescutcheon at noon and the turkey
paces for the entertainment ination of one or more of the sworn
amusing
proudly took his place. He held that of the crowd, which showed apprecia- jurors was the admission made on
place of vantage but a short time, tion by prolonged applause.
This good authority shortly after noon to
however, as he was soon ransferred, company will continue to give per day. Members of the district attor
together with many other well cook- formances
tonight and tomorrow ney's staff unofficially declared that
ed viands, into the stomachs of the
they had been working for some time
night.
thousands of hungry'
Thanksgiving
At
the armory several hundred peo on a theory that some of the sworn
diners. Nearly every Las Vegas famthe dance given by the jurors had been influenced prior to
enjoyed
ple
ily had guests for dinner or was in
Catholic ladies. The floor was in their entering the box.
vited to sit at the holiday board of
Much perturbation was manifested
condition and the music
friends or relatives. The day was magnificent
tine by S. L. Browne, chief of the state's
was
was
dance
The
excellent.
thus the occasion of many family re most
enjoyable terpsichorean event of department of investigation, when
unions. The ladies of the Church of
he learned that newspaper men had
season.
autumn
the
the Immaculate Conception served a
discovered Sullivan's presence in the
Skating on the Lake
magnificent Thanksgiving dinner in
district attorney's office today. He
of the fold one local newspaper man that
Many of representatives
the armory at noon. Over 150 hungry
people placed their knees under the younger generation enjoyed the pleas- he would not give him the privilege
white linen that decked the groaning ures of skating during the moraine of his office if he printed the Sulli-vrincident. Later one of the atboards and left with that satisfied and afternon. Green's lake, whjch Is
feeling that ony follows a delicious filled with water this year and which taches of the district attorney's ofmeal. A dinner that could not have la frozen to a depth of several Inches, fice declared that the newspaper men
fceen obtained at any restaurant, cafe furnished an admirable open air rink. had spoiled an Important plan. It was
or hotel in the city for less than $1 The stores, banks and public offices said that the Intention was to produce
was served by the ladies for 50 cents. were closed during the entire dav Sullivan in court suddenly later today
The public was not Blow in taking ad- and the postofflce employes enjoyed and his visit to the district attor
ney t omce was HSBerieu 10 ue a iure- vantage of this opportunity to enjoy a half holiday.

MAY

LAS VEGAS JOINS

RE EXAMINE

ALL SWORN

IN TURKEY

JURORS

FEAST

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

ri ner of his appearance before
Jriige Bordwell today.
Various stories were in the air as
to the
or
man
woman
the
agcinst whom the prosecution intend
ed later today to direct its Are, but
tho closest secrecy was maintained as
t3 the identity. It was said that Els
trict Attorney Fredericks fully In
tended to use a peremptory challenge
against one man now In the box, bul
sacrificed the opportunity because in
formation alleging a plot to influence
the jury through this man came to
hi? cars. This theory was confirmed
by detectives
today Uiough they
furnish no further details.
Vi'NAM ARA PLEADS

GUILTY

Ix's Angeles. Cal., ij?-;- .
B. McNamara late this
afternoon withdrew his plea of
not guilty and pleaded guilty
t.; murder In connection with
the Los Angeles Tibes jxpios-- t
cn. John J, McNama pleaded
fei'ty to destroying the
iron workB. The pleas on
tl,-- :
part of the two nroT.hei'K
came as a great surprise and
afiet many weeks had boen
spent in an effort to obtain a
jury to try the case of James
McNamara. It is believed the
last hope of the defense was
shattered when the state disto bribe
covered attempts
jurors in the case.
.Ian.es

Lie-ePy-

Indi-anaiol-

wert-occupie-

n

CITY EDITION

CANTON AT MERCY
OF WELL ARMED

ROBBERS
A BANK WAS LOOTED

TODAY OF

$5,000 WHILE CROWD GAZED
IN ABJECT FEAR

THE

POLICE

ARE

DISARMED

AUTHORITIES GIVE NO RESIST
DEPREDATO THE
ANCE
TION OF THIEVES
INNOCENT BYSTANDERS

HURT

AS USUAL, THEY GET IT IN THE
NECK AT THE HANDS OF

STREET FIGHTERS

INVITE

PUBLIC

TO MEMORIAL SERVICE
ANNUAL TRIBUTE8 TO MEMORIES
OF DEPARTED BROTHER8 TO
BE BEAUTIFUL.
All plans for the. Elks' annual memorial service hMV
completed hy

.bji

pose and the ceremony will be the
most successful event of its kind in
the history, of the Las VegaB lodge.
The service will be held Sunday af
at 3 o'clock in the Duncan opera
house.
The public is cordially 'n
vited.
The musical features of the
program will be especially beautiful.
They are under the direction of Mrs.
Charles Kohn. Judge J. C. Gavin of
Denver, formerly a resident of Las
Vegas and a past exalter ruler of the
las Vegas lodge of Elks, will make
the address of the day. Judge Gavin
is an eloquent speaker and the Elks
are looking forward to his coming
with pleasure. The officers and mem
bers of Las Vegas lodge No. 408 are
particularly anxious that a large
crowd attend the memorial service.
Exalted Ruler George H. Hunker and
the members of the memorial day

committee have asked The Optic to
extend to the people of Las Vegas
a cordial, invitation.

HOMESTEADERS SHOULD
DE GIVEN MORE TIME
GOVERNOR SLOAN SAYS 20 YEARS
SHOULD BE ALLOWED FOR
IRRIGATION PAYMENTS.
Dec. 1. Governor Richard
Sloan of Arizona, speaking before
the National Water Users' association
here today, declared for a liberal extension of time to homesteaders in
paying back to the government the
money loaned them to carry on irrigation work.
"The five years they are allowed is
far too short," he said. "It should be
extended to 20 years or at least 15.
The five yiear requirement Imposes
too great a burden. Settling the
land requires many improvements
necessitating expenditure of money
and with the yearly payments to the
government makes too hard a struggle for existence to the homesteaders."
Fulton H. Sears, of Fallon, NeT.,
president of the association, said the
association would formulate a pet
tiou to be allowed to take some part
in
the government's
Irrigation
Chicago,

:E.

SKATING AT GREEN'S LAKE
There has been good skating at
Green's lake for the past two days.
With the Thanksgiving vacation in
progress, the boys and girls in large
numbers have been enjoying the fine
ice. Last winter there was no water
in th lake but this summer Mr.
Green repaired the dam and the lake
is full to the point of overflowing.
For the privilege of skating Mr. Green
is charging 25 cents for the entire
day and 15 cents for the afternooi:
or morning. On several occasions the
boys have refused to pay for the privilege of skating and have sailed
away across the ice when Mr. Green
came after them.
This year Mr.
Green has decided "no pay no skate"
and refusal to pay will make the of
fender liable under the trespassing
law. There is also fine ice thick
enough for safety in the canyon and
yesterday morning a number of per
sons drove out and enjoyed skating
on the Ice. A few more cold nights
and the ice will be thick enough for
the cutters of the Agua Pura company
to start work harvesting the winters
crop.

Hong Kong, Dec. 1. Although the
FOWLER RESUMES FLIGHT.
ha.reign of piracy on the West river
December 1.
Texas,
Corslcana,
been checked by the vigilance of the Aviator Fowler, en route to New York
guards on hoard the river steamers, from Los Angeles, left here shortly
the situation on the shore is utterly ibefore noon today flying due south
chaotic. In the towns and settle- with Mexla as his first scheduled stop.
ments along the river the most de
-

ocplorable outrages are frequently
the
in
Canton
military
Even
curring.
regime has proved itself wholly in

efficient

ELKS

For several days armed bands o.
robbers have gone about Canton lootfive
ing shops and houses. Today
ruffians, brlBtllng with revolvers,
walked boldly Into a bank in a south
ern suburb and got away with 6,000
About the same time a
Id cash.
band of seven armed natives blustered into the open market and bold
ly plundered two prominent shops be
fore the eyes of hundreds of panic
They secured
stricken onlookers.
several hundred dollars in money and
ihon wnikii.: off The local police.
disarmed, watoliea "the pectn.le helplessly. Street fighting goes on continuously in all parts of Canton and
those killed or injured include many
innoncent bystanders.

STANDARD
IN

Get Busy! 19 Shopping
Before
Days
Christmas

1911.

1,
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ERVIOE

L.EAQED WIRE TELEORA

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED

IHt

OIL SPLIT

PARTS

THIRTY-THRE- E

DIVISIONS OF
SUBSIDIARY
TRUST BEGIN BUSINESS
CORDING TO SCHEDULE

BIG
AC-

The 33 subsiwhich the
into
diary companies
Standard Oil company divided after
the supreme court decreed its dissolution, began their separate individual existence today. Some 200,000 new
stock certificates containing proportionate shares in these companies
were mailed to the 6,000 odd stockholders of the old Standard Oil company of New Jersey.
No provision has been made for tho
elimination of the fractional shares
The usual Wail
now distributed.
Street practice of having fractional
shares listed on the stock exchange
and dealt in until they become consolidated into full shares is not pos
sible in this case, because at present
the oil shares general cannot be listed. Brokers said, however, that some
plan undoubtedly would be worked
out.
New York, Dec.

1.

GOVERNMENT STRIKES

AT MAIL MEN'S UNION
POSTMASTER
ASSISTANT
ALL SEORDERS
GENERAL
CRET SOCIETIE8 TO QUIT.

FIRST

Chicago, Dec. 1. What employes of
the United States mail service term
an attack on their union organization
was received here today in a general
order from C. P. Grandfleld, first assistant postmaster general, calling on
all secret organizations in the service
to immediately disband. The order
was aimed, the men say, at the National Federation of Postofflce Clerks,
an affiliation of the American Federscheme.
"The government has spent about ation of Labor, to which most of the
$12,000,000 in Irrigation and will even- men here belong.
tually spend two billion dollars. As
Charles A. Spiees returned Wedwe have to repay this money eventuin
some
night from Santa Fe, where
voice
to
nesday
we
wish
have
ally
several days on business.
been
he
had
the spending, of it," he said.

TEACHERS REAT HAWKS
DY SCORE

OF

3 TO 0

FAST GAME OF FOOTBALL YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON
AT
AMUSEMENT
PARK.

In one of the best football games
ever witnessed in Las Vegas the Normal team yesterday afternoon defeated the Hawks by the score t 3 to 0.
Koogler, the plucky left half of the
Ncimal team, was the her-- ) if the
hour, drop kicking the ball itwoeii
a
lb, goal posts with the
veteran and scoring the only points
of the gamk From the toot of the
referee's whistle at the beginning of
the game to the end of the contest
it was a hard fight for supremacy.
What the Hawks lacked in experience
the Normals lacked in weight, making
both of the teams well matched. The
Hawks played the old style of game
successfully but failed to gain when
they neared their opponents' goal. In
most of these cases they lost the ball
on downs and Ellis, the Normal right
half back punted out of danger.
The school boys were in line trim
for the game while the Hawks were
panting for breath. The Normal
gains were made more through Ellis's
kicking than by end runs and line
bucking, though the backk field went
through the line for big gains at certain stages of the game. Captain
Clary, coach of the Hawks, ran his
team well and but for its inability to
handle Ellis's long punts would have
crossed its opponents' goal line on
several occasions.
Ernest Blood, full back of tho
Hawks, played a fine game for the old
timers and tore through the Normal
line for substantial gains throughout
Hlood did the
the entire game.
punting for the Hawks and on several occasions sent the ball sailing
over the headB of the Normal back-fiel"Mellin's Food" Webb, the
Hawks' big 204 pounder, walked
through the Normal line the first half
of the game but In the last half failed
to gain, as the Normal boys dropped
on the line and tripped him up in
good style. McGuire and Clark of
the Hawks went around the ends for
big gains almost at will. Ellis broke
loose in the second quarter and went
racing down the field1 past the last
Hawk but a flying tackle by W. Koogler cut off a touchdown.
Clark of the Hawks won the toss
and chose to defend the west goal.
Bills kicked and the receiver was
downed after gaining five yards.
Clark used Blood and Webb for good
gains through center and off tackle
and McGuire and Clark circled the
ends for several small gains, bringing
the ball to the middle of the field. In
the next two skirmishes the ball was
fumbled but recovered in both cases
by a Hawk with an eagle eye, glv
lng them first down on tho 40 yard
line. Here the Normal line beld and
on
the ball went to the teacher
and
downs.
Hayward
McCullough
plowed through the line for several
short gains and first down, but tho
Normals were later held for downs,
(OontlnTOd on Page

i
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PERSIANS BRAVED
THE RUSSIAN
LION
REFUSED

ULTIMATUM THAT
WOULD HAVE HUMILIATED
NATION

STOOD

AN

DY

AN

AMERICAN

HAD

DEMANDED

SHUSTER,

TREASURER-GENERA-

CZAR

THAT

BE DISCHARGED

WANTED

ALSO

INDEMNITY

RUSSIA CLAIMED IT SHOULD BE
FOR
GIVEN CASH PAYMENT
SERVICES OF TROOPS
St. Petersburg, Nov. 1. In consequence of the rejection by the Per-sio- n
national council of the Russian.
.It mends,
Russia has ordered the
Russian troops now concentrated at
Resht, tapital of the Persian province
of Ghilan, 16 miles from Enzeli on
the Caspian sea, to advance on Teheran.
Refusal was Unanimous
Teheran, Persia, Dec. l. The nar
tional council has rejected the Russian ultimatum by a big majority.
The foreign minister lias the vote oC
the national council on rejection oC
the ultimatum which was cast in open;
session. A subsequent sitting of tho
members was practically unanlmou
against compliance.
A cablegram from British Foreign
Minister Sir Edward Grey was pre
dented to the assembly during its sitting. The despatch urgently advised
decompliance with the Russian
mands but some of the members
pointed out that England's advice
hod
only le: to lereiao
'
numiliatlon.
They believed that Sir Edward
Grey had been misinformed, and emphatically asserted that Russian in
justice had become intolerable. r! hthought that resistance on the part
of the Persian government to the
Russsian demands would awaken foreign attention and lead to an impartial inquiry. Compliance on the other hand, would bo construed as a sign
of abject cowardice and would mean
national suicide.
former governor of
the province of Fars, was assassinat
ed as he was leaving his residence to
day, three men participated in the
crime.
A deputation of members from the
national council waited on W. Mor
gan Shuster before the vote was taken in the parliamentary session. The
American treasurer general begged
them to consult only the Interests of
country and not to consider him.
The national council registered Its
refusal to comply with the terms of
15
the Russian ultimatum at
o'clock, just a quarter of an hour before the expiration the time limit of
the ultimatum.
In the meanwhile, large crowds
thronged around the precincts of' the
parliament house waiting for the verdict of the deputies. The Russian
minister here, M. Poklewsky Koziel.
notified the Persian government that
and all
the mother,
her property would henceforward be
placed under the protection of Russia in compliance with a request
which she had telegraphed to the emperor and empress of Russia.
to
the
The Russian ultimatum
terms of which the Persion national
council has refused to agree, called
in the first for the instant dismissal
of W. Morgan Shuster, the American
who has for several months occupied
the post of Persian treasurer-general- .
A further demand was for a cash int
demnity from Persia to cover
of the dispatch of Russian troops
to that country.
America Asked to Help
1.
Dec.
President
Washington,
Taft was appealed to today uy the
Persian-AmericaEducational society to use the good ofllces of the United States governmr rt to prevent war
between Rusftp and Persia. The society also addressed letters of ippenl
to the United States senate anl
house Of representatives, and to Andrew Carneeie. asking the latter
help as a friend of world peace.
ijr-tii'o-

-y

.

the-cos-

n
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'The Traveling Salesman"

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

Is the conclusion growing in the minds
of those who have been investigating
the problem since the recent visit or
a delegation to Mayor Gaynor asking
him to advocate such a step. It is
now pointed out that for the handling
of many classes of goods the middleman is a necessary good, or evil, according as to how one looks at the
matter. Although President Taft his
been credited with saying that the
middleman must be eliminated there
is considerable doubt here as :o
whether he ever said anything of the
kind. For the distribution of nearly
everything necessary for the household the middleman, lacking a better
means, seems to be necessary. The
parcels post has been suggested as
the natural means of supplanting him
but whatever conveniences it m';ht
work it is not looked upon as the solution of the issue of high prices.
Rather It is believed by many investigators that It woujd result in still
further increasing the influence of
the great mail order houses, a possibility which is not likely to receive
very hearty support from the small
Whatever hapcountry merchants.
pens, somebody's ox is certain to be
gored, so that the middleman seems
to be safe In his field of activities
that is until someone discovers a substitute which will be more acceptable
to everybody. And then at the next
turn of the wheel the middleman de
prived of his usefulness would
raise another cry of protest a
Increase in the task of existing.

NEW YORK PLANS

Will "Make" Las Vegas Soon M9ST EXPENSIVE,
STREET
CITY'S TWO
CONNECT
COST
TRAVEL CENTER8 AT
OF $15,000,000

WILL

New York, Dec. 1. Plans are now
under way here to cut through the
heart of the city at a cost of $15,000,-00the most expensive street in the
country, to connect New York's two
great travel centers. Though only
a scant mile and a half in length as
now laid out this curving avenue will
probably be the most expensive surface travel thoroughfare in the world
and will connect two points in the
0

1,

1911.

am

'l 1"
No. 38
SATURDAY

EVENING,

7:30

TO

9:30

Tomorrow evening we have After Sipper Sale No. 38. Below you will find some very attractive values offered for this Sale. Don't miss them.
Saturday 9 o'clock a. m. to 6 o'cloclr p. m. will be Ribbon Day. Between these hours yon can
get practically anything you wish in Ribbon at unprecedented prices.
Remember these Ribbon prices will not be in force after 6 p. m.

Cash Only "'No Telephone Orders Accepted

city that is the Grand Central Station and the Pennsylvania Terminal
10
65c
where passenger traffic amounts to
10
a
all
Women s Messaline Petticoats in all colors and
in
more than 20,000,000 persons
year.
yards Amoskeag Apron Gingham,
staple
colors and patterns, worth 85c, for our After
While the new boulevard will necesblack, made from good quality material in
best of styles, worth $3.03 each. Special $1.98
65c
Supper Sale
sarily mean the demolishing of a
route
the
of
number
buildings,
large
has been so plotted as to involve the
3 c
$1.25
condemning of only two modern
structures. All the rest will be small
27
Women's ribbed Union Suits, all sizes, white
?ood quality China Silk, In all colors,
e
buildings. Altemporary or
inches wide, worth 50c per yard, for our Afonly, "Merode" brand, worth $1.25 per suit,
ready the tax on one of the thoroughter Supper Sale, per yard
90c
Special
35c
fares connecting these two points
causes such congestion as to render
rapid progress Impossible, and alPassing of Flying Circus
though the new Grand Central StaThat the occupation of the aviator
tion is not yet completed, the figures
precarious In more ways than one
covering the number cf passengers
terminal
the
being strangely illustratd here by
handled in
Pennsylvania
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Juan Lucero, sentenced from Union London, three in Chicago with intercounty, rape; Andalecio Sena, sen- ests in many others.
tenced from San Miguel county,
The Shuberts have engaged Christine Nielson, Dorothy Morton, Gwen
dolyn du Barry, Edward Martlndel,
John McCIoskey, Arthur Cunningham,
Joseph Phillips and John Madison for
the new De Koven-D- e
Gressac opera,
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
"The Wedding Trip."
On account of the retirement of
Edgar Selwyn from the stage, Mr
John vVestley has a playlet called Edeson gave up "The Cave Man" and
"The Turning Point."
again assumed tne leading role in
The southern "White Sister" com- "The Arab," going on tour. Mr. Selwyn will spend the winter in Algiers,
pany has Edith Pollock as star.
George M. Cohen Is going to write accompanied by Mrs. Selwyn.
Cohan & Harris have decided to
a new play for Douglas Fairbanks.
s
Zelda Sears is shortly to make her postpone the opening of J. E.
tour
in
"Richard
a
Gauntlet,"
appearance in a play called "Stand
new play by J. Hartley Manners, until
ing Pat."
next spring. Mr. Dodson's hiailh is
A new musical comedy by a western author bears the title "The Pearl not good, and his physician lias advised against his rehea t
Maiden."
the play at this time.
A new theater in
Dod-son'-

All Gone- -

and no cause for complaint

0 Cottolene

Let the children eat their fill of doughnuts if made from
or indigestion in Cottolene
Cottolene. There's no stomach-ach- e
doughnuts, because Cottolene is a vegetable oil product, pure
and healthful as olive oil. It makes food rich, without maldng
it indigestible. It makes food palatable without the greasiness
food. It is more economical than butter or lard
of
less is required.
because
From the standpoints of health and economy, Cottolene is
unquestionably the leading cooking fat on the market
d
less Cottolene than butter or lard.
Use

sir-an-

Columbus,

UJJ

lard-soake- d

one-thir- d

8)
HA

one-thir-

Cottolene shortens your food lengthens your life
Made only by THE N. K. FA1RBANK COMPANY

16

pio-ducin-

Ohio,

was opened the other week with "The
Pink Lady."
Maclyn Arbuckle will appear in
New York early in the new year in
a new play, just completed.
Klaw & Erlanger are to make a
production soon of a new London
comedy, "The Primrose Villa."
Plavia Arco, who has been in "The
Red Rose" company, has left that organization to fill vaudeville engagements.
Ina Claire, who is a hit in New
York in "The Quaker Girl," made her
vaudebut on the stage in a ten-cedeville theater.
The Shuberts announce that Virginia Earle has been engaged for one
of the leading roles in "The Wedding
Trip."
For the first time in her career as a
star, Henrietta Crosman, after the holidays will begin a tour of the southern states in "The Keal Thing."
"Graft," by William Browne Moloney, formerly executive secretary
to Mayor Gaynor of New York, was
withdrawn from the Walnut street
theater, Philadelphia, the other day.
"The Right Princess," a dramatization" of Mrs. Clara J. Burnham's Christian Science novel of the same title,
will serve to open the Zleggeld theater, Chicago, some time next month.
It is said that Clara Llpman is so
engrossed with the play "Elevating
a Husband," which she wrote for her
husband, Louis Mann, that she has
given up temporarily her own starring
tour.
Now that he has secured the Lyceum theater, New York, Charles
Frohman owns or leases gve theaters
in New York, four in Boston, three in

CAN YOU

ASK

MORE?

Your Money Back for the Asking. You
Promise Nothing

mu-soc-

We are so confident that we can
furnish relief for indigestion and dyspepsia that we promise to supply the
medicine free of all cost to every one
who uses it according to directions
who is not perfectly satisfied with
the results. We exact no promises
and put no one under any obligation
whatever. Surely nothing could be
fairer. We are located right here
ifchere you live, and our reputation
should be sufficient assurance of the
genuineness of our offer.
We want every one who is troubled
with indigestion or dyspepsia in any
form to come to our store and buy a
box of Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Take
them home, and give them a reasonable trial, according to directions. If
they don't please you, tell us and we
will quickly return your money. They
have a very mild but positive action
upon the organs with which they
come in contact, aparently acting as
a regulative tonic upon the relaxed
muscular coat of the bowel, thus
overcoming weakness, and aiding to
restore the bowels to more vigorous
and healthy activity.
Three sizes,
25c., 50c, and $1.00. Remember, you
can obtain Rexall Remedies only at
our store The Rexall Store. E. G.
Murphey.
After a man discovers why a
appeals to him she doesn't.

Jt..

.V

TO BE TRIED FOR MURDER
Rockville, Mr., Dec. 1. After repeated delays and postponements, it
now appears certain that the trial of
Richard W. Allnut, accused of murder, will be taken up in the Moitgom-ercounty district court here earl
next week. Numerous features In
connection with the case combine to
give promise of one of the most nol- abie murder triajls that has take:
place in this section in many year.
The crime with which Allnut is
charged is the muredr of his sister,
who was slain at her mother's home
near Dawsonville, this country, on
March 14 last. Several months before
the tragedy Allnut had married and
after his marriage had hoarded at the
home of his brother, Lawrence
at Dawsonville.
Richard Allnut was desirous of taking his wife to his mother's home to
live, but there had been obiec'lon
on the part of members of the family
and Allnut went to his old home on
the morning of the alleged murder to
talk the matter over. The refusal of
his family to consent to the proposed
arrangement is said to have angered
Allnut, who is alleged to have grabbed the handle of a pitchfork and vi
ciously attacked his sister, Mrs. Velrs
his aged mother, and the latter's old
friend and companion, Miss Jane
Rawlings. Mrs. Veirs' skull was crushed and she died a few hours after 'he
attack. Mrs. Allnut and Miss Raw-ling- s
recovered, though for a time
their condition was critical.
During the long period of his confinement in jail awaiting trial the
wife and aged mother of Allnut have
been steadfast in their loyalty to him.
Three noted criminal lawyers, W.
Outerbridge Spates of, Rockville, Arthur Peter of Washington and Marshall McCormick
of BerryvJlle, Va.,
have been engaged for the defense.
Several eminent alienists will be put
on the stand in an effort to prove
that Allnut was insane at the time
he is alleged to have murdered his
sister.
y

Alt-nu-

t,

VICE REGAL VI8IT TO HAMILTON
Hamilton, Ont., Dec. 1. The gover-

nor General and the Duchess of
met with an enthusiastic re
ception upon their arrival here today
from Toronto. The city was elabor
ately decorated in their honor. Their
royal highnesses will be the guests
of Hamilton until tomorrow morning, when they will return to Ottawa.
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waukee, of which so much was ezr
pected by the socialists raised the
taxes to a figure stated to be $1,000,-00in ezcess of the last year of
the democratic administration, they
ofcharged the democratic hold-ove- r
ficials with favoring the rich property
owners in the matter of assessments,
despite the fact, which does not appear to admit of successful contradiction, that the socialist officials whom
the law places on the board of review made no effort to correct any
discriminations as charged.
Then when a tremendous protest
went up against the heavy Increase
in the taxes the socialists threw upon
others the blame for conditions to
which they themselves must have
largely contributed and which could
not have existed at all except with
their consent, and when impeachment
proceedings were filed against the
mayor and other municipal officers
the accused firmly refused to be impeached. The administration through
the action of the council cordial iy
consented to "investigate" everybody
but the socialist officials. True, there
was a "bluff" made by referring the
impeachment proceedings to a committee of the most radical socialists
in the council, but no investigation
of the charges against, the mayor and
other officials was permitted.
Of course,, no conclusive facts can
be established when only the "other
fellow" is grilled. But that does not,
detract from the ingenious way of
cutting the Gordian knot by simply
refusing to bo called to account. If
this policy was extended, the time
might come when the person accused
of more serious offenses could absolutely decline to be tried therefor.
The principle appears to be the same
in both cases.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Dec. 1. The bear move-

1911.

GERMAX MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT
AH that Dr. Gregory, the distinguished Biblical savant, says in praise
Of the German methods of municipal
government may be fully admitted as
to the facts, without in the least
playing into the hands of the faddists and "reformers" in the matter
of adopting those methods in this
country. There In no more reason
jr justice in American cities beinp
rolled by rings and cliques of
ors and boodlers than in the ex- iicnc of such conditions in Euro-,ia- n

1;

Cities.
.ill the fundamental

error of those
advocate the importation of
in municipal government or In the solution of any other
problem consists in their failure to
recognize the fact that American
problems must be solved by Amerie
cans in American ways. It is
to argue that American cities
should have two or three mayors,
hire their public officials at distant
"intelligence offices" and raze their
Whole system of government to the
foundation, if not indeed dig up the
foundation itself.
The great thing to be achieved is
honesty, efficiency and economy in
jnunicipal government. The way to
accomplish it is by electing honest,
efficient and economical officials to
administer the affairs of the several
This sort of officials
municipalities.
tan be elected, and will be elected
just as soon as the voters shalj decide to have only good men in office
and insist upon the performance of
the duties for which these men are
chosen. The people who elect any
other kind deserve to be mulcted and
.will be robbed in one way or another
just so long as they make unwise
nou-tens-

Choices.

The people themselves persist in
the fundamental mistake of proceed-iupon the assumption that they

n

s;

Are personally competent to do all
for which they pay others to do. The
i

mental fallacy of the recall and

milar freakish efforts to

repair

mis-ke- s

that the people themselves
.
ake is traceable directly to this be- The individual hires a pnysi-;iawhen he is sick. He hires a
lawyer to redress his wrongs in the
courts. He hires an architect to plan
Us house and a builder to build itIn the economics of his private afhe practices the principles of
EUrs
government. But as a
he assumes an omniscience that
Jlnvolves all the basic sophistries of
Ian ancient democracy applied to the
of modern life. There
tomplexities
which the individual
lis not competent to decide for hlm- fcelf and the average man recognizes
lis limitations in almost every other
department of effort except in hit
fcolltics.
n

EASY WA

ment which has been progressing
most of the week was carried further
today and the stock market was un
der pressure almost continually during the morning. The approach of the
assembling of congress restricted
buying and consistent support was
given to the attack on the list.
Maintenance of a comparatively
high rate for call money, which
opened at 5 per cent, also contributed
to the market's weakness. Stocks lost
more ground In the second hour, Delaware and Hudson lost
Consolidated Gas l1 and Reading, Lehigh
Valley, Great Northern preferred and
Missouri Pacific 1. A rally of over a
point of St. Paul gave the bulls some
courage and they) bid up the rest of
the important slocks about half a
Bonds were steady.
point.
Speculation was exceedingly dull
between 12 and 1 o'clock and fluctuations were nominal. Prices averaged
a large fraction below Wednesday's
final figures.
The market moved in a rather listless fashion during the larger part
of the afternoon. With the abandon
ment of active selling pressure by
the prominent bear professionals the
room traderr were deprived of an initiative and trading became MagnaSt
Cali money rates held from
per
cent and estimates of tomorrow's
cash loss by the banks from $r 000 i')o
to $7,00,000. The close wasl firm.

OUT OF IT

The Milwaukee socialists who re- lfuse to be impeached for alleged of
ficial dereliction must be credited
with establishing a precedent that is
Jboth simple and ingenious. Curious
' bought ot sidethat nobobdy
yr that
When
way.
stepping trouble
the socialist administration of Mil-

OUT OF DANGER
Los Angeles,
Calif., Dec. 1. Ad
"Wolgast, lightweight champion who

COSTA

RICAN

IS

He Loves Pomp and Ceremony and
His Formal Banquets Are Distressingly Solemn.

"The Costa Rlcan loves pomp and
He plays with diplomacy,
ceremony.
and from force of habit strikes a

the sister republics.
"He is a perfect picture of the pos-ing hero in the comic opera, never
yet having been conquered by his enemy, but always on guard," writes
a woman correspondent of Health
Culture. "The old Spanish hidalgoes
who warred with the Central American states did not consider the country around San Jose (reached then by
a bridle path over the mountains)
worth fighting for.
"So they left the natives in possession and the consequence is that the
peon, or barefooted native, driving
his yoke or diminutive oxen, is nobody's slave. He owns his mule and
cart, his little patio of land and farmhouse. The tax gatherer has no place
there, therefore when you meet him
merreincarnated as the dignified
citchant he is a most
izen.
"A dinner of fifty covers, with
three iknds of wine, was tendered a

foreign diplomat during our stay at
the Hotel Imperial. When they were
all seated and the dinner well on we
gained a coign of vantage where we
were not seen,' and I aver that a woman's suffrage luncheon in New York"
city was a hilarious affair in comparison to it. Yet nearly every man
present had been educated in Europe.
"At Christmas time, during the ten
days of fete, they enter heartily into
the spirit of the carnival, and then
fold themselves away for the rest of
the year."
BUTTON

Alpine Guide Finds Tiny Article in
Rock Cleft and Lost Climbers
Are Rescued.

The Alpine guide has practically
no knowledge of the use of map and
compass; In fact, he is prone to despise their aid, yet how many dozen
of lives would have been saved on
Mont Blanc alone had such simple
aid been appreciated.
The professional prefers to rely on his powers
of observation and that peculiar in-

stinct sometimes aptly described as
the bump of locality. He is alert to
detect the slightest traces of predecessors. A party of us were once
befogged and had lost all idea of our
position on the complicated westerly
A young
face of the Riffelhorn.
guide was with us, and he became so
dangerously disconsolate and helpless that one of the amateurs had to
take the lead. For some hours we
disfought with severe difficulties,
couraged meanwhile by our companion's prophecy of certain disaster.
His poor old mother was doomed to
lose her only support! Things were
Suddenly we
altogether miserable.
came to a ledge on a desperate corner with a steep chimney to the
right The young guide signaled his
arrival by my side with a great and
startling yodel, a Joyous shout as of
deliverance. His quick eye had espied a trouser button in the cleft of
the chimney, and we knew that we
That
had struck a regular route.
tiny relic of humanity put new life
into the faltering one, and he then
led us hand over hand to the summit
Wide World.
Pit Brow Lassies.
How difficult it is to make laws to
suit everybody is illustrated again iu

the tale which comes from England
about the lassies of Lancashire. The
poor slaves! They spend their young
lives pushing heavy coal tubs to the
pit brows of the mines. No decent
civilization would permit Its women to
be so injured! So the philanthropists
argued, and straightway a bill was
passed forbidding the employment of
But were
women at the pit brows.
the beneficiaries grateful? Not at all.
They protested. A deputation of them
traveled to London under the aegis of
NOT SALTS, OIL OR
of Wlgan
PILLS BUT CASCARETS the mayor and mayor's wife
to urge the repeal of the law! "They
all looked healthy," sf.ys the report,
No odds how sick your Stomach; how "and well dressed for their station."
hard your head aches or how
They are quite able to do the work,
they protested, and do not want any
Bilious Cascarets ma
benevolent Parliamentary intervention
you feel great
in their behalf.
somehow
women
who
You men and
can't get feeling right who have an
Shifting Ministers.
almost dally headache, coated tongue,
One of Wesley's reasons for shifting
foul taste and foul breath, dizziness,
was
can't sleep, are bilious, nervorc and his preachers every three years
be able to
that
avowedly
might
they
dis
a
with
sick, gasry,
upset, bothered
preach the same sermon over again to
ordered stomach, or have backache different congregations. He knew by
and feel all worn out.
of sermon,
experience-thdifficulty
Are you keeping clean inside with making. After a few weeks, he said,
Cascarets, or merely forcing a pass- a preacher cannot find matter for
every morning and evening,
ageway every few days with salts, preaching
will the people come to hear him,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is "nor
whereas if he never stays more than
Important
a portnight in one place he will find
Cascarets work while you sleep; plenty of matter, and the people will
cleanse and regulate the stomach, re- hear him gladly. I know that were I
move the sour, undigested and fer- to preach one whole year in one place
menting food and foul gasses; take I should preach both myself and my
the excess bile from the liver and congregation to sleep.
decarry out of the system all the
and
matter
waste
poison in
Live Litterateur Resented.
composed
the intestines and bowels.
"You don't seem to care for any auA Cascaret tonight will straighten thors except those of a previous genbox eration."
vou out by. morning a
"Well," replied Mr. Cumrox, "I am
from any drug store will keep your
o' prejudiced in their favor. You
kind
months.
for
entire family feeling good
no chance that mother an',
there's
see,
Don't forget the children. They love the
girls will invite 'em to parties to
do
good-taste
Cascarets because they
act supercilious and superior. "
good owr.gKlpe or sicken.
10-ce-

1, 1911.

COACHES

A Very Wise

DIFFER

ON FOOTBALL

Young Man

threatening attitude toward the head

of the government, whoever he may
be, but never carries it so far as to
provoke a revolution, as is done in

SAVED BY TR0USER

DECEMBER

DIGNIFIED

WOLGAST

underwent an operation for acute
Wednesday, had passed the
dangerous point this afternoon, according to a statement made by officials of the hospital where he is a
patient. He was reported bright and
cherful and as having been permitted to receive calls from his wife
and from Tom Jones.

FRIDAY,

Guard the Family Heakh
Health is often endangered by unsanitary cooEng

RULES

cancer is
Physicians have found that
caused by enamel ware chipping or anJ irritating
the stomach.
utensils.

MAKE
WALTER
CP8AP WOULD
Fred Somers and his widowed mothSCORING EASIER; WILLIAMS
er were having a family talk In the
WANTS "OLD RULES."
library. Fred was still In college, but
If you have children or invalids in the family beware
he was a very wise young man. He
was so wise that had attempted to dicBoston, Dec. 1. That the agitation of cheap cooking utensils that crack, scale, peel off,
tate to his sister, Edith, as to how for a
change in football rules to
Disease germs lurk in the worn
her smiles were to be distributed.
tarnish and rust
make
the
scoring less difficult 18
defiance-oThere had been rebellion and
disof tainting the
her part and hence the family gaining ground, is indicated in
places and there is further danger
patches received here by football aucouncil.
Health is too precious to take risks with it
"I wish Edith were more tractable," thorities throughout the east. Walter food.
sighed the mother.
Camp, Yale's chief athletic adviser,
Be safe. Use
"Can you argue with a girl who has says:
her fists doubled up? Now let's go
"There will undoubtedly be changes
over the list again. There is Waters, in the rules. I shall recommend
There is
who is a perfect ninny.
which will make scoring simThompson, who hasn't got a dollar. changes
and
touchdowns easier. I am
There Is Rush, who is a perfect sissy. pler
There is Alvord, who sings passably going over the whole situation. There
well, but will never earn $25 a week-Ther- e are many things to be considered and
Is Clingham, who is living on I am not prepared to explain in dehis poor old mother's bounty. The tail the definite changes I have in
whole five rolled into one wouldn't mind at
present."
make a man and yet she keeps them
Dr. Carl S. Williams, the Pennspl-vaniher."
around
dangling
advisory coach, agrees with
Edith Somers had at least the five
San-torcallers named at the family council. Haughton of Harvard and Foster
of Yale, that the new rules have which are
Two or three of them had escorted
guaranteed for 1 5 years constant service
her to the theater. Another had tak- robbed the game of much of its in
and will never spoil food nor endanger health.
en her to the horse show. She had terest. Dr. Williams adds:
bowed to them on the avenue or In
"I favor a return to the style of
the park and she had chatted and game played in 1890 and 1891, when This new ware is featherweight, beautiful, easy to
smiled at home. What of it? Can't a
team play counted more. That game clean does not tarnish nor rust.
The slight extra
girl do that and much more without was free from
injuries and was the
being in love?
is more than made up by long service and
In his class were three different best we ever had. The forward paRs cost
In
in
a
frost
way.
has
every
proved
men
liked
Fred
young
exceedingly
absolute safety.
He Invited them by turns to the old game there were seven men
well.
run down home with him and of on the line of scrimmage and four in
course Sister Edith met them. While the back field.
Helping with the
he was trying to conspire further the hands when the runner carried the
sister added two more to her string, ball was allowed, and the distance to
making seven "regulars" and three be gained was five yards. Today we
"substitutes."
Another family council was called. see a lot of kicking, but no consistent The Maltese cross with the words Pure Illinois
"I throw up my hands!" announced play."
"1892" Aluminum the original, insures that
Fred in tones of despair.
"What's she done now?" meaning
Want No Changes.
There are imitations,
the genuine.
Edith.
Chicago, Dec. 1. Coach Stagg, of you get
"Got two more! One has been in the University of Chicago, and Coach so be sure this trade mark is on
every piece.
an insane asylum, I believe, and the Hammett of Northwestern universilty
other will soon get there. I started are
opposed to changes in football
For Sale By
to say something to her an hour ago,
as they stand today.
rules
but she elevated her nose and walked
1 do not agree with the eastern
off."
"I I had five beaux at one time my- coaches, who say that the game as
self," replied the mother, who thought played under the new rules is as
the case had not yet arrived at the rough as the old style," said Stagg.
HOW'S THIS?
In my opinion the criticism of the
danger point.
"But she's got ten and more coming present rules comes only from a few
We offer One Hundred Dollars Refor any case of Catarrh that
every minute!"
and is not the opinion of those in ward
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
"But I don't believe Edith la in
close touch with the game."
Cure.
lpve."
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Todelo, O.
"I would not favor going back to
demater
are
"Gfrls
sly
deceivers,
the undersigned, have known
We,
Coach
said
Hammett,
old
the
angame,"
ceivers. The first we know she'll
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
as
today
mis m
think the game
played
nounce that she is going to marry
and believe him perfectly honorable
this - that brainless ape. Here and is what college football ought to be." in all business transactions and finannow I wash my handaj'of the whole
cially able to carry out any obligaaffair? Let Edith go to her garret and
tions made by his firm'
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Tho miirVfr n nlft is cntten rid of
her crusts. I have said my last word."
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Edith Somers added two more to fha load h Aanerer from nneumonia
Catarrh Cure Is taken internHall's
W.
B.
Mr.
that famous "string," so as to make an and other serious diseases.
i ally, acting directly upon the blood
even dozen, but she heard nothing L. Hail, of waveriy, va.. says:
nhamherlain's Cough and mucous surfaces of the system.
from Fred in regard to it. He was flrmlv hoHovp
Price 7,j
free.
to
be
absolutely the best Testimonials sent Sold
Remedy
keeping his word.
by all Drugfor colds. cents per bottle.
market
the
on
preparation
Summer opened; he came home on I have recommended it to my friends gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constihis vacation and the trio went to a and they all agree with me.' For saie
Read The Optic
lake resort. At the end of a fortnight by all druggists.
pation.
Somers'
at
the
a new face appeared
table. Fred sized up the stranger and
said to himself:
"Homely enough to stop a clock. No
fear of Edith taking to hm."
And after several furtive glances
across the table Edith said to herself:
40 Turkeys
"Strong, sensible, unromantic. I
to be given
might like him."
After three or four days there were
FREE
was
The stranger
introductions.
at
George French, mining engineer.
Bacharach's
Mr. French was invited to go out in
Xmas Eve
a sail boat with the trio. Mr. Fred
Dec. 24, 1911
was twenty-fou- r
years old and he
took charge of the boat There was
no great call for wisdom in the managing of a sail boat in a gusty day. All
that is needed fs about five years' ex
perlence.
Ten minutes of exhilaration and
then a gust struck her and she went
over. The wise Fred was tangled up
with the sail and the two ladies were
ready to go to the bottom when Mr.
French got clear of the rope tangled
On 2nd. Floor
about his legB and began work. He
reached out an arm for all and gathered them to the overturned boat and
directed and chlded and encouraged
until the rescuer came.
A Complete Absolutely New Line of Christmas Toys and Dolls
It was three months later that Fred
Somers said to his sister:
1
"Eddie, what's become of that civil
has just been opened and are out on display. We believe it
engineer?"
"Out west, I believe," was the an
to be the strongest exhibition ever put on sale in Las Vegas.
swer.
"
"Say, now, I was In hopes
The prettiest dolls you ever saw in your life1. Trumpets,
"He hasn't quite asked me to yet
letnext
in
will
his
I
he
but
expect
ter. Oh, run along. You are twenty-fou- r
Drums, Horns, Doll Beds, Doll Houses, Sets of China Dishes,
years old and a very, very wise
young man!"
Mechanical Toys, Rubber Balls, Blocks, Character Undestruct- -

"1892"

Pure Spun Aluminum
Cooking Utensils

a

d

Look For Trade mark
on Every Piece

COORS LUMBER COMPANY

f

to-

HHHBM

1

With every

50cPurchase
we give one

Ticket that
may bring
you a Fine
Fat Turkey

TOYLAND IS NOW READY
FOR INSPECTION

Where He
"Did you ever see
asked the teacher.
"Yessum," replied
"Where?"
"In a cage, when
grot after him."
A

Saw It.

able Dolls and socontinuinrj.

a leopard skin?"

i

.

.

.

n

"ii

Willie.

the lady leopard

Good School.

don't see any sense in referring
to the wisdom of Solomon," said the
"He had 1,000 wives."
man smartly
"Yes," answered the woman tartly;
"he learned his wisdom from them."
"1

Free and Clear.
"A man ought to be able to read his

tftl clar."
"He certainly ought, If he expects
an American girl td pay a million of
bar papa's dollars for IU" Judge.

Special Sale of Table Linens and Napkins Is On In
Full Blast Until November 30, 1911
14
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The Prescrlptionlst

The man who does
the
welahina. the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
Preoption leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel sate
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

Simply Delicious
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor o,
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
In giving this recipe, Mrs. Hill beDr. F. H. Crall drove out on the
lieves it to be one of the best
mesa this morning on a business trip. cake
recipes it has been her good forColonel M. M. Padgett
tune to make. The simplicity and unigood results will appeal to every
Wednesday night from a short busi-nos- f formly
housewife
trip to Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hurt and tw..
children returned last night from a
month's visit In Caney, Kan.
H. Hanson of Raton arrived las',
night from his home in the Gate City
and was in Las Vegas today on busiK C Nat Cab.
ness.
O'ir-hacup butter; 1 cups gran- Kenneth M. Chapman, who has been uIdled
cup milk; 2 cups Hour:
sugar;
In Las egasj for several days, return2 L iH bathi'oonuls K C Baking Jvw
. ..
ed this afternoon to his home in San a.'fl 1 rtlh fit Mil lurniv 7;,,rt
whites
4
beaten
of
eggs,
dry.
ta Fe.
Sift flour and baking powder together,
L. E. Gal legos, a deputy sheriff, arrived Wednesday afternoon from his three times. Cream the butter, add the
sugar; then alternately, the milk and
home in Clayton on a short business the flour mixture;
lastly the whites of
trip to Las Vegas.
tgga and the nut meats. Bake in a
sheet in a shallow pan thirty or forty
.form S. Clark returned Wednesday
minutes. When cold cover with the
i;:pht from Santa Fe, after having
icing and decorate with whole nut meats.
Leer in the capital since the first of
This in also an excellent white cuke recipe
wheu nuts ure omitted.
the week on business.
Chocolate Irlnii
Dr. W. T. Brown, of the Valmoru
One cup granulated sugar;
ounce
Ranch sanatorium, was in Las Ve- chocolate; white of 1 egg, beaten dry;
teaspoonful vanilla extract;
gas between trains Nos. and 10 this
cup
water.
afternoon to make some purchases.
Stir the sugar, chocolate and water
Herbert WV Clark, secretary of the until
the mixture boils; cover and let
republican state central committee, lifil three minutes. Uncover and let
returned to Las Vegas from Santa F. Inl till when tested in cold water asofu
hall may be formed; beat into thewhite
Wednesday night and spent Thank, of egg,
then beat until cold, add vanilla.
at
home.
giving
The nut caramel frosting given on paee forty
Miss Sibbie Davidson arrived yes of the K C Cook's Book may be used in place of
'lie chocolate frosting, if desired. A copy of
terday from her home in Denver and ...v
niiQUMjnjeiy liiusiratea in V
dwk,
be mailed free, if you will send the
tul.irs.
will spend a short time visiting in colored will
certificate packed In
cans of K
Las Vegas as the guest of Mrs. C Halting Powder to the Jaqum Mpq. Co..
Chicago.
35
Charles Greenclav.
George Kahle, route agent for the
V, ells
Fargo Express company, af
ter spending Thanksgiving with his TEACHEKS
fit A I HAWKS
i'atilj in Las VegaB. left last night
on train No. 8 for a trip north.
BY SliORI (IF 3 TO 0
Mrs. Chapman left yesterday after
noon for Santa Fe to join her daugh
ter, Mrs. C. Rathburn, who is sten
(Continued from Paee One)
ographer to the New Mexico museum,
and will reside in Santa Fe with her
the ball ?ping to the Hawks. Clan;,
daughter.
Mrs. E. B. Holt arrived yesterday again using Blood and Webb through
the line and McGuire around the enl,
afternoon from her home in !a
will
a
visit
piloted the team to the 25 yard line
short
and
make
Texas,
with her mother, Mrs. Anna Ward, where the first quarter ended. At the
and her sisters, Misses Jane and beginning of the second quarter the
Normal team held the Hawks for
Rachael Ward.
J. B. Mock, traveling representa- downs and, after failing to carry the
tive for M. Doob Sons & Company, of ball for gain, Ellis kicked past the
New York, arrived last night from the center of the field. On the next play
O. Blood, right end of the Hawks, was
east and was in Las Vegas today
the trade. This is Mr. Mock's laid out. Young was shifted from
initial trip through this territory.
Mrs. D. Clark and chilldren left
last niht for. New York City. Last
week Mrs. Clark was taken ill on a
train near Las Vegas while on her
way from her home near Silver City
to New York and was taken to the
Las VegaB hospital where she received treatment.
THE GREAT LAUGHING
John Pugh, after spending several
in
afterthis
left
las Vegas,
delays
noon for his ranch near Wagon
Mound.
On the advice of a seer,
is
going to stick to raisins
Pugh
beans on his homestead and is look
ing forward to a prosperous year in
lf

CO.

I'houe Main

1

No Darning

For Six Months
If You Get This Mark on Your

Hosiery Today
Buy six pairs of Holeproof Hosiery now
and you won't have any darning for
half a year no necessity of wearing
darned hose no wasted time in looking for whole hose-- no
hosiery trouble
whatever. Try it for six months.

FAMOUS

Holeproof Hosiery

For Men Women and Children
The genuine bears the trade-mar- k
and
the signature of Carl Freschl. 38 years
of experience go into every pair.
See the wide assortment today. Six
to
pairs cost $1.50 to
finish. For sale by
$3.00-accor- ding

DAILY OITiC,

tackle to end and Lujan was placed
la the game at tackle. E. Blood punt
ea to tna 40 yard line, on the next
play. Ellis broke through the line or
a run but waa caught by W. Kooglcr
after carrying the oval 30 yards. The
half ended with the ball in the Nor
mala possession near the middle of
the field with the score 0 to 0.
At the beginning of the third quar
ter Dave Sandoval replaced Lujan at
tackle. Blood kicked to Koogler, who
carried the ball back 15 yardB. Hog
kins worked several shift plays for
first downs but the Hawk line held in
the middle of the field. Ellis punted
tut the back field of the Hawks fumbled and Hayward of the Normals fell
on the ball. Hoskins ran the team to
within kicking distance of the goal
posts and Koogler drop kicked the
ball for a goal, scoring the only points
of the game. Koogler, in making the
kick, took his time and the ball sailed
over the oncoming players and cleared
the cross bar by three feet. Blood
kicked off to Koogler. who carried
the pigskin back 10 yards but the
Hawk line held anc ffllis was forced
to kick. Blood plowed through the
Normal line for first down and Webb
weut through for a good gain. Clar'r.
carried the ball around left close to
the goal posts and Blood stopped
back for a place kick. i"be Tracks'
line crumbled and the ball never
reached Blood's toe. The third quarter ended with the ball in the Hawks'
possession
Last quarter the Normal line held
and Ellis, playing safe, kicked. Clark
circled the end for a good gain, car- rying the ball 20 yards. At the middle of the field the Hawks were heM
ifor downs and Ellis kicked. The ball
look a bad bound and went over
Clark's head. Hoskins and Ettinger
went down after the pigskin and it
went to the Hawks on their three
yard line. Blood punted out of dan-- I
gerous territory, and then the Hawks
held the Normals for downs. McGuirfc
wrenched his shoulder in the next
play when he was thrown while clr- cling the end, but played the remain-- !
der of the game. Reed was replaced
bv Lujan.
Clark using Blood and
Webb through the line carried '.he
all to the center of the field where
they were held for downs. The game
ended with the ball in the school
boys' poshsession. Both teams played
fast ball throughout the game and
showed that they were well coached.
The Hawks outweiehed the Normnl- I

Nut Cake

PERSONALS

V6A

1

Hoffman and
Graubarth

vis-tin- g

Sole Agent

Decidedly
unusual.
the improved
standard.
It

takes more than a

guarantee to equal

it takes

Wunderhose
a pretty high standard
of quality and a knowledge that the quality
will outwear the guarantee. The obligation
the manufacturer assumes when he tells you
that you are entitled,
and do receive without
question, new Wunderhose free for any that
wear into holes within
four months after purchase, is ample proof of
value.
No child however hard on
hosiery has any terrors for
Wunderhose. Menandwomeo
who are annoyed by punching
toes through the foot of a
stocking need have no further
annoyance from that source.

One Dollar per box
of four pairs.
E. ROSENWALD

& SON

Professor John D, Tinsley, agricultural expert for the Santa Fe railroad
accompanied by his assistant, H. C.
McCravey drove in from the north
Wednesday evening. They left the
same evening on train No. $ for their
home in Albuquerque.
After spending Thanksgiving in the Duke City
they returned to Las Vegas this afternoon.
H. W. Sharp, superintendent of the
Santa Fe at Newton, accompanied by
hia family, traveling in Mr. Sharp's
private car, passed through Las Vegas this afternoon on train No. 1 on
a pleasure trip In the southwest.
From Las Vegas they went to Santa
Fie, where they will Bpend
several
days.
Evidently Arzullia's "control' from
the spirit world was not a follower of
football dope before his, her or its
departure to the realms above. Monday evening Arzullia announced that
the Hawks would win the Thanksgiving day football game from the NorThere was
mal University team.
gloom in the Normal camp and Captain Clark of the Hawks was elated.
'1 he
Normals won the game to the
'surprise of everybody, including the
ghostly sporting authority. But then,
the shades across the Styx probably
are too busy twanging their golden
'UTyres to pay any attention to toot- ball.

THE MOST DISCUSSED
COMEDY OF THE CENTUkY

THE

a.

-

r

Are now shown at our store, com
prising
THE GREAT ROUND OAK HEATER
Made by the P. D. Beckwlth estaie
THE COLONIAL OAK HEATER,
Made by the Great Western Stove Co.
For the week ending Dec. 8th:
No. 212 A Colonial Oak worth 117.50.
for
$13.85
N. 214 A. Colonial Oak worth S20.00.

''

RHODENITE
VARISCITE

CARMAZIL
SAPPHIRES

$16.05

No! 216 A. Colonial

Oak worth I24.:,0.

TOURMALINES

for
$19.45
Other heaters from $4.50 up.
95c for the $1.50 Victor Wood Air
Tight Heaters.
$4.95 for the $,".00 "Perfection" Oil
heaters.
15c for the 23c joint stove nine. 5 or 6

AND OTHER SEMIPRECIOUS

FOR MOUNT-

LET US SHOW THEM

inch.

for th" l'5c stove dampers, 5 or
inch.
15c for 25c elbows. 5 or 6 inch.
Stove cards 45c and up.
out forget our big line of
CHRISTMAS FURNITURE.
10c

TAUPERT

6

MANUFACTURING

JEWELER

Rosenthal

15he

Y. M. C. A.

Opposite

CHAS. LEWIS

it.es 20 pounds to the man, but scientific football and good judgment in

running the team kept the Hawks
from crossing the goal line.
One of the largest crowds ever seen
at Amusement park witnessed the
game, the side lines being crowded
around the entire field. The weather
man did his part in giving ideal
weather for the event, and the game
was stamped a success from start to
finish.
The teams lined up as fol
lows.
Normals 'Fredericks, L. E.;
Sanchez, L. T.; Sena, L. G.; Valverde,
.; Baca, R. G.; Hayward, R. T.; Lar- razolo, R. E.; D. Hoskins, Q. B.; C.
Koogler, L. H. B.; McCullough, F. B.;
Hawks Ettinger, L. E.; W. Koogler, L. T.; Kinney, L. G.; Evans, C;
Young, Lujan and D. Sandoval, R. G.;
Reed, R. T.; O. Blood and Reg Young,
R. E.; Clark, Q. B.; McGuire, L. H.
B.; E. Blood and Lujan, F. B.; Webb,

TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

ft

ft

WILL DOLL BUILDING

Want

mm

M.

at

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
good habit anyone can have.

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES

CHOMU5 LADY"

THE PLAY WITH
ONE THOUSAND LAUGHS

The Woodill

&

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the lead, will surely get quick
succests.

Hulse

Electrical Company

RECORD

Original Scenic and Electrical Equipment and a Company
Unusual Excellence, including

STONES

ING IN GOLD OR SILVER

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round

of

and DOROTHY GREY

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit tha
will help people to get what they want when

Third and Main Streets
Los Angeles, Cal.

hey want it.

are prepared to furnish you
with your Electrical Supplies at cut prices.
Write us and let us quote
you.

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

i

PDotie main 2

Prices 75, $1.00 and $1.50 Seat Sale Murphey's and Schaefer's

Capital Paid in

How Do You Like Your Milk ?

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. M.

CUNNINGHAM,

President

PRANK SPRINOER, Vice President

aw, wam
LAS VEGAS

-

D. T. HOSKINS.

Cashier

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

SHORTAGE OF "HIGH GRADE"
Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec. 1.

Continued decrease in shipments from
the Cripple Creek district is given as
the reason or the temporary suspension of operations by the United
Statec Reduction and Refining company's plant at Colorado City, which
will mean the laying off of about 175
men.

jBtsWBaWaK-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mm. H. B. Rutherford, who has
In the Probate Court, San Miguel
an visiting her daughter, Mrs. F.
M. Lyon for the past ten
County, Naw Mexico.
days, left
In the Matter of the Estate of Vi- this afternoon for her home In Albucente Lujan, Deceased.
querque.
To whom it may concern: Notice
is hereby given that the final report
"I had been
troubled with consti
of the administrator, In the above en pation ror two years and tried all of
titled estate has been filed In said the best physicians in Bristol, Tenn.,
and
could no nothing for me,"
Court, and the 29th day of December, writesthey
Thos. E. Williams, Mlddleboro,
1911, has been set by the Court for Ky. "Two packages of Chamberlain's
the hearings of objections to the Stomach and Liver Tablets cured
same and the final settlement of said me." For sale by all druggists.
estate.
Every family has need for a good,
Witness my hand this 29th day of reliable
liniment.
For nnrnlnn
A.
1911.
I).
November,
bruises, soreness of the muscles and
rheumatic pains there is no better
ELMER E. VEEDER.
than Chamberlain's. Sold by all drugAdministrator
gists.

Waldo Twitchell, referee;
umpire; D. Hart, field
judge, R. Meade, head linesman, and
F. O. Blood and C. Trumbull time
keepers. Time of quarters, 15 and 10.

9 Months New York. 7 Months Chicago.
5 Months Boston
DON nacMILl.AN

The Best Line
of Heaters

Officials:

SALESMAN
Author of "THE

FIVE

E. McWenie,

TRAVELING
By JAMKS FOKBES,

mti.

R. H. B.

SUCCESS

TH E

1912.

1,

Ellis, R. H. B.

DUNCAN OPEHA HOUS&
Tviesdsrxy, December 5th

i

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

A SMALL BEGINNING
is

eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

IHMffilH'IHI'lU'SMHS'HHH'&aB
STERILIZING

OVENS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

Between Las Vegas and Baker's camp on scenic highway, a
large canvas package containing
guns, bedding and clothing, reward.

LOST

Notify OpUc,

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
T. A. AKEFS. Mgr

PHONE MAIN 112

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

t 't

LAS VEQAS DAILY OPTIC,

NX

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

1, 1911.

E stray Advertisement
THE LOBBY
Notice is hereby given to whom it
deconcern
the
erected
the
that
theater
LABOR WORLD N0TE8.
following
government may
by
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
f
for the benefit of the inmates of St. scribed estray animal was taken up by
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
Elizabeth's Insane Asylum was open- H. H. Bishop, Faywood, N. M., Not.
ed today. The theater is to be devot- 18, 1911.
Germany boasts J.110
ed to tbe display of moving pictures,
One brown mare, 9 years
aocietiea.
which alienists declare to be a great m lbs., 12
hands.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Nova Scotia coal mines employ $13,-00aid in curing insanity. The theater
Branded
persons.
is called Hitchcock Hall, in honor of
On toft hip
New York city has 7,000 union
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
QaM animal haintr nnVnAWtl tn tills
Ethan Allen Hitchcock, who was sec
printers.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
on
or
A. M. Regular
comowner
claimed
of
unless
Interior
the
the
time
at
Board,
the
by
retary
Ontario, Canada, has at present 3G
10
month at O. R. C. hall.
said
date
Dec.
'11,
for
munication
before
and
15,
the
erection
of
he
first
being
Visiting
appropriation
societies.
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
of this adwas
third
in
last
each
after
appearance
building
congress.
days
Thursday
by
passed
According to tbe latest figures
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting brothvertisement, said estray will bo sold
TJncle So u's "farm-hand- "
pay roll
the
Condon,
benefit
of
ers
for
the
Board
ASSOCIATION
TEXTILE
Secretary.
this
invited.
cordially
by
represents $645,612,000.
'aTEI FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
Atlanta, Ga.. Dec. 1. Cotton 'mill owner when found
H.
H.
Chas.
W.
William
M.;
In the st two years the machinStapp,
TI8EMENT6
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
managers and superintendents from
Fiv
enU per Una each insertion Spoi leder, Secretary.
ists have iiad 152 strikes and 'he
NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
M.
N.
in North and South Can
Albuquerque,
many
points
were
won.
of
these
estimate six ordinary words to i
great majority
for.
1911.
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Dec.
5,
Nov.
23,
in
1st
last
Alabama
and
Thursday
lina,
pub.
arrived
pub.
Georgia
There has been no attempt up to
ins. No d to occupy less space than LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
members are corbuilding.
to
Atlanta
attend
the
Visiting
raeeiin?
TEMPLAR
tcjday
wo
All
Turkon
KNIGHTS
Regof
the part
Unas.
the
the present
advertisement, charo,
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K;
of the Southern Textitle associa'icn
Estray Advertisement
ular conclave second Tuesish government to consider any fac- MOST CERTAIN WAY TO
b booked at .,-- . ,clu.v
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
END A BAD COLD here tomorrow. A large attendance
Notice Is hereby given to whom It.
wltnout
t0 numbr of
tory or labor laws.
day in each month at Ma
aHd a program that provides for the may concern that the
following de words. Cssh In advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Cincinnati, O., Master Bakers' asRe MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
sociation has decided to test the con Surely Breaks the Cold and Ends discussion of a wide variety of ques scribed estray animal was taken up by
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. T amine,
in a Few
Meet in the forest of brotherly
Misery
G. Blake, Coyote, N. M, Oct 26,
F.
Grippe
tions
combine
one
to
of
law
the
of
give
promise
prohibiting
corder.
stitutionality
Hours.
love
at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
1911.
of
most
the
ever
basement bakeiies.
important meetings
on the second and fourth FriOne dark brown horse, J 2
held by the association.
hall,
A net increase of 435 in the memNO
3,
VEGAS
CHAPTER
LAS
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
years, 750 lbs., 14 hands.
It is a positive fact that a dose of
bership of the British Boiler Makers'
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
MH
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitBranded
society last month brings the total Pa pe s Cold Compound taken every Where the Locality does not Count
convocation first Monday
Wherever there are people sufferC?a
On right hip
ing neighbors are especially welMatwo hours until three consecutive
very near to 60,000.
at
bx
each
month
ing from kidney and bladder ailments,
or
come and cordially invited.
cure
will
Branded
mm
are
taken
Grippe
doses
The Tokio municipality has decide!
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
from backache, rheumatism and urinH.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
to open labor exchanges througho it break up the most severe cold, either ary irregularities, Foley Kidney Pills On left hip
them. Belvidere, 111. E. A.
Said animal being unknown to this
Opfec's Number, Main 2
DENTISTS.
tbe city, where employers will be abla in the head, chest, back, stomach or will help
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
Kelly, an
says: "Three Board, unless claimed by owner on or
limbs.
to find help when they need it.
secretary.
bad
so
became
years
ago
by
kidneys
6ald date being 10
You distinctly feel the cold break- that I was compelled to
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
A total of $13,816 in donations and
give up my before Dec. 15, '11,
grippe engine and quit. There was a severe days after last appearance of this adDentist
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
$67,000 in strike benefits has been ing and all the disagreeable
Union of symptoms leaving after the very first aching pain over the hips, followed by vertisement, said estray will be sold
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phone
paid by the International
the most mis- an Inflammation of the bladder, and by this Board for the benefit of the WANTED First class seamstress.
at office aud residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Brewery Workmen during the past dose.l It promptly ends
a thick sediment. Foley's Kid902 Third street.
erable headache, dullness, head and always
if Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
Pills made me a sound and well owner when found.
ney
sneezman. I can not say too much in their
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
The International Molders' unioi nose stuffed up, feverishness,
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. MinerATTORNEYS
of
nose, praise." Sold by O. G. Schaefer and
the
WANTED
A girl for dining room
sore
throat,
running
Albuquerque, N. M.
reports a total increase in member- ing,
va A. Howell,
Phone
Secretary.
Red
Cross
Co.
sore
Drug
403 Railroad avenue.
catarrhal discharges,
tf
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911
ship for the quarter of 2,915, with mucous
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
HUNKER & HUNKER
an expenditure in sick benefits for ness, stiffness and rheumatic twinges.
or
Without
harmful
H.
Geo.
Chester A. Hunker
Hunker
opiates
drugs
result
Is
WANTED
the
Three or four clean fur
Pape's Cold Compound
the same period of $45,327.
of any kind Foley's Honey and Tar
LODGE
1,
DORADO
NO.
EL
Estray Advertisement
at Law.
of
Attorneys
cost
at
a
research
or
nished
of
of
small
furnished
rooms,
three
years'
compound stops coughs and cures
The executive committeemen
Notice is hereby given to whom it
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets
KNIGHT8
New Mexico.
Las
Vegas,
and
dollars
colds. Do not accept any substitute.
house. Permanent.
No healthseek
the various railwaymen's unions in more than fifty thousand
every Monday eveSold by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross may concern that the following de
we
have
which
no
H.
ers.
nuinine,
contains
T.
new
care
D.,
Optic.
England are being urged by the
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ning in Castle Hall.
not ef- Drug Co.
branches in various parts of the king- conclusively demonstrated is
MASSAOE
N.
M., Nov.
P.
Pedro
Cuervo,
Romero,
Knights are
Visiting
or
colds
CLASS
of
treatment
or
HIGHER
em
the
in
better
amalfective
paying
dom to hasten the steps toward
7, 1911.
invited.
Estray Advertisement
cordially
ployment than that of representing
grippe.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
gamation.
One sorrel mare, 5 or 6
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Chas. E. Lietscli- a leading nursery company is not
Take this harmless Compound as
Masseuse and Midwife.
The unemployed in Leicester, Engnier, Cha ncellnr
that may concern that the following de years, 400 lbs.. 14 hands.
to be had. If you are ambitious to
5211
Phone,
land, being dissatisfied with the oper- directed, with the knowledge
purple
Commander. Harry
Branded
any- scribed estray animal was taken up by
better your condition, the oppor918 Lincoln.
Residenc
ations of the local labor exchange, there is no other medicine made
M
of
N.
Arthur
Folsom.
,
will
Hollenbeck,
Martin, Keeper
which
tunity lies before you in entering
have returned their registration cards where else in the world,
On left hip
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
fSii our
Records and Seal.
luly 17, 1911.
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COMPOUND
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means
often
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Keep
fatality.
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always in the
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house and give at first sign of a cold.
owner when found.
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
Refuse substitutes.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
O. G. SCHAEFER
best markets!
Marrying an heiress is the gold cure
Albuquerque, N. M.
For Sale By All Cigar Dealers
Red Cross Drug Co.
Intoxication
love's
for
Dec.
5,
Nov.
lWlJ
28, last pnb.
1st pub.
!f !! ffl
ply companies must bear the union la
bel, otherwise the barbers will buy
their own coats provided with the
union label.
The American Association of Stenographers has been organised In
Pittsburg, Pa. Its objects are to Increase efficiency and earning power
and promote the general welfare f
its members. The union is to Include
both sexes.
The label section of the San Francisco Labor council has decided to is
sue a vest pocket directory for general distribution that will contain the
names of all articles that bear the
union label, so that those who wish
to secure articles that are "strictly
union" will know just what to call
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If You See It in the
OPTIC It's So

Everybody Should

Best Advertising Medium in Northern

Subscribe

New Mexico

i

For

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

II

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Do You

Want

ALL LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST?
Then Call Up Haiti 2
The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico
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New Mexico
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It's Firw,-Whitarvd More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEES

famous GERMAN

PUBLICATION

Territory of New Mexico
In the District Court.
County of San Miguel
Guadalupe Delgado de Ullbarri
Plaintiff,
vs.
Case No. 7347.
Reymundo Ullbarri,
Defendant.
You, Reymundo Ullbarri, the defendant In the above entitled cause
of action, are hereby notified that
an action for divorce has been commenced against you In the District
Court for the County of San Miguel
and Territory of New Mexico, by the
above named plaintiff, wherein an
absolute divorce is sought on the
grounds of abandonment and desertion and that said plaintiff be given
the care and custody of the lmnor
children; that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance
in this cause on or before the 30th
day of December, A. D. 1911, judgment will be taken against you by de-

1)

PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.j
A

(l
Distributors

Gross, Kelly

Co.

Ask Your Grocer for It
RETAIL PRICES
2,000

lb,

or Mora, Each Delivery

lb, to

Kte per 10i

lb.

Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Each D.I ivory
Lass Than 00 lbs., Each DMIvory
2,000
200 lb, to 1,008 lbs.,
200 lbs.
SO lbs. to

1,000

U

par 100 lb
SOo par 100 lb.
40o par 100 lbs.
BOo per 100 lbs.
X6

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

fault
Plaintiff's attorney Is Charles W.
Ward, whose office and postofflce
address are Las Vegas, New Mexico.
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
(Seal)
Clerk of the District Court, San Miguel County, N. M.
G.

j
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WHOLESALERS OF
.When your feet are wet and cold,
and your body chilled through and
through from exposure, take a big
dose of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
bathe your feet in hmot water before
going to bed, and you are almost certain to ward off a severe cold. For
sale by all druggists.

CLOTHING. DRY GOODS. NOTIONS
SHOES, HATS &nd CAPS
LAS VEGAS, N. M.

I"
VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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LOCAL NEWS

From CeJiforni

See "Red Riding Hood"
Bazaar.

FOR. TOMORROW

01

at the IKE DAVIS Store

et

Red Emperor Grapes
n

Tokay Grapes

Fancy Cling; Peaches
Navel Oranges

M

Grape Fruit
Green and Wax Beans
Cauliflower
Brussel Sprouts
Head Lettuce

i
m

Passley
Our Crisp Native Celery is also very fine
PHONE MAIN 193
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An Announcement To The

Ladies of Las Vegas
The Ladies Guild of the Episcopal Church wish to

announce their regular yearly

Sale and Prize Bread and Cake
Baking Contest
to be held

hi

w
ei

le
tb
U

1,

1911.

Always gen.
Buy your sweetheart a laundry bag
barbTsnor.
at tbe Bazaar.

i he

If you want your hens lo lay fe.d
tnem Red Blood Albumen. Schaefer's.

oi Olrt

Try

t

.iruri

at the Opem

Ken i

u Nolette'i

December 5, 1911
at the Goors Building
This contest is open to all the ladies of the city and
will be governed by the following conditions: The entries
must all be made from Our Pride Flour, sold at the Las
Vegas Roller Mills at $1.40 per 50 pound sack; and
judged by a committee of three, selected by the Guild.
The prizes are $5.00 in gold, first prize, and 50
pounds Our Pride Flour, second prize for the best cake,
and $5.00 gold, first, and 50 pounds Our Pride Flour,
second, for best loaf of bread.
N. B. All entries in the contest will become the property of ths Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church to be placed on sale.

Our Pride Flour
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Shorts
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Shoes
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Don't miss the comedy, "All Aboard WANTED Large, clean cotton rags
for Reno" at IMP theater tonight and
at this office, Sc a pound.
tomorrow.
RED BLOOD Albumen makes your
The special picture Fate," full of
bens lay. Schaefer's.
Frank Gatch, clerk at the Hub heart interest, at IMP theater tonight
clothing store, is reported to be ill to and tomorrow.
Buy your Christmas present at the
and was not able to be at his
day
5th.
Bazaar, December
Kitchen aprons, tea aprons, work
place behind the counters of 'Mr. Ad- ler's establishment. It is said by aprons, fancy aprons, at the bazaar,
The "Tuxedo Duo" a great vaudemixed up December 5th.
ville act at IMP theater tonight. good authority that he got
too much
that
he
ate
good
authority
of
tomorrow.
act
Change
J. P. Van Houten, the prominent
end of the deal. The doctors in atman of Shoemaker, is critically
cattle
Wanted The Las Vegas ladles to tendance upon Mr. Gatch say that he ill at his home suffering from a frac
Uble
soon
to
about
will
be
be
again.
know the cake and bread contest on
tured skull. Early this week Mr. Van
December 6th, Is open to all.
was thrown from a buggy in
The Las Vegs lodge of the Frater Houten
was driving, by a runaway
he
which
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged nal Brotherhood has moved from the
horse.
O.
R.
Direct from distillery hill on Fountain Square to the
la the wood.
C. Hall. The meetings will be held
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Three train loads of soldiers, numMonday-nigh- t
On
every Monday night.
800 in all, passed through Las
A mafTiage license was issued this
December 4 besides the re bering
on their way from New
a
Mere-jlldular business of the meeting, there Vegas today
morning at the court house to
coast. These soldiers
the
to
York
of
and
15,
Pueblo,
Gallegos, aged
wll be an initiation followed by the
at Oswego, N. Y.
stationed
been
have
Ignac'o Sena, aged 25, of Puertecito. election of officers for the cominz
to
sent
the Philippines
are
and
being
year. This is of vital interest to al'
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's of the members and a large attend to relieve troops stationed there. The
first train passed through Las Vegas
Memorial church will hold a sale of ance Is desired.
this morning at 2:30 o'clock, another
ancy work and home bakery goods
8 o'clock and the last of the three
De
at
in the Coors building,
Tuesday,
The ladies of St. Paul's Episcopal
scheduled to arrive at 4 o'clock
was
cember 5.
Guild will have their annual Bazaar
afternoon.
this
at the Coors building on December 5.
The Hebrew Ladles' Benevolent so They will have aprons ol all descripcompany's
The Postal Telegraph
ciety will meet next Monday after tions, many beautiful bags and a table
at Mrs. S. devoted entirely to miscellaneous offices have been moved from the
noon at 2:30 o'clock
room on Center street to quarters on
All
Nahm's, 1019 Douglas avenue.
fancy work, also a doll table where
members are requested to be pres you can buy your Christmas dolls, Douglas avenue in the Olney block.
The decorators are still at work re
ent.
beautifully dressed, for your little
ones. Mince meat and plum pudding modeling the rooms to accommodate
Fine home made candy at St. Paul's will be another
but Manager
attraction, also home- the telegraph company,
church bazaar, December 5th.
to accommois
Smith
ready
George
made candy.
of the
company.
date
patrons
any
Charles A. Spiess and Max Nord- When the place is fitted out as plan
terri
in
the
the
prisoners
Among
Cadilhaus have ordered 1912 model
ned it will be one of the most
lac cars. The machines will be deliv torlal .penitentiary who have applied date offices in the
new
All
city.
Sena of San
ered in February, in company with a for paroles is Andalecio
is being put in.
equipment
a
sen
is
Sena
Miguel
serving
county.
of
with
blizzard
New Mexico
plenty
tence of life for the murder of his
snow and ice.
Thev are telling a good story on
wife. He was sent to the penitentla
Cecilto
Rosenwald and James Clay
ten
bis
about
years ago, following
The Modern Woodmen of America ry
These gentlemen went on a business
and
wife
Sena
his
conviction.
beat
will hold an adjourned meeting this
to the country south of Las Vehall on she died from the effects of the ill trip
evening in the Woodmen
last
Tuesday. They shot several
gas
followed.
arrest
His
and
trial
usage.
Sixth street Business of importance
some rabbits, which they
and
will be transacted and all the mem- Sena Is said to have conducted him quail
a
in
tree, expecting to bring
in
hung
a
self
commendable
while
in
way
bers of the order are requested to be
them home. The forgetful
gentlethe penitentiary.
present.
men drove all the way to town and
had begun telling their friends about
SERIOUS FIRES RESULT
Word has been received to the ef
their good luck with their shot guns
From dry leaves and weeds!
fishleS-- , formerly
fecjfc that Arthur
before they discovered they had left
raked
carted
Have
them
up and
in the employ of the Charles Ilfeld
the game behind. They say anybody
away;
company In this city, has been apUrge your neighbors to do likewise. who will go after the animals may
pointed secretary to the assistant of
of them.
have
Get your fire Insurance from
the president of the Southern Pacific
CUTLER
BROTHERS
railway In San Francisco.
ELKS
ATTENTION
614 Lincoln
Tel. Main 124,
All members of Las Vegas lodge
408 B. P. O. Elks and visiting
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will ad
charges filed by C. H. Weaver. No.
Mon- will
address
Congregation
one of the proprietors of the Lobby brothers are requested to meet in the
teflore this evening at 8 o'clock at the restaurant, Albino Manzanares was lodge rooms Sunday afternoon at i
regular Friday evening service. Dr. arrested Wednesday night for beatinp o'clock for the purpose of participat
Rnhorta tins announced hia suhlect
his board bill. Arrangements for thp ng in the annual memorial service
"Why I Believe in Immortal Life." settlement of the bill were made th's Elks will march in a body to the
and will
Good music will be furnished by ttys morning in the Justice court and the opera house at 3 o'clock
choir. The public is cordially invit- case was dismissed. Manzanares, it march back to the lodge rooms at
ed to be present.
is alleged .ordered a meal amounting the conclusion of the ceremony.
GEORGE H. HUNKER,
to 75 cents and refused to pay over
See the intensely dramatic picture, 25 cents.
Exalted Ruler.
Manzanares
accomwas
"For the Queen's Honor," at IMP
D. W. CONDON,
two other men, who in the
by
panied
theater tonight and tomorrow.
Secretary.
war of words that followed, left the
place and have not been seen since.
LAFOLLETTE HAS MAJORITY
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 1. That Sen
atory Robert M. LaFollette will have
of
the
delegates
majority
from every state that remained
in the republican column in the last
election is the prediction of Walter
I
L. House, chairman of the National
Progressive league campaign commit
tee, made here today.
He said that concrete organizations
Your washwoman costs you f 1,
already have been formed In Penn
sylvania, Indiana, Michigan, Massa
her dinner, your soap, starch,
chusetts, Illinois, North and South
blueing, coal costs 75c more,
Colorado, Arizona,
Dakota, Iowa,
New
Oregon,
Meixco,
Washington,
this is $1.75 a week. We do
California, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming
the work better for less money.
and Utah.
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These two Cuts represent
two of the Smart, up to

date,

models of

Regal

Shoes for which

MIL-L- A

Greenberger,

1

is exclusive agent.

vim

They

are only two of the many
models we carry, to supply the demand for this

Tried and True,

Regal Shoe.

r

Shoesfare manufactured and sold on a Cost

AllfRegal

plus 5 per cent basis and range in prices from $3.43 to $5,00.
We have them in all sizes, styles and widths.

Greenberger

iz-i--

MR.. MERCHANT
let us install an Electric Sign in front of
your place of business

up-to-

V

We furnish the sign
on a

flat rate.

Ask

those who have them;
they will tell you it
pays

LASRVEGAS LIGHT

l POWER. CO.

one-tent- h

Many People in Lag
Vegas Are Happpier
Becauseof Qu r Store

'

WERE YOU

Money Saved

For You

SATISFIED

We have made their happy

home possible for them by
selling them furniture on

jPl

our easy payment plan.

Enjoy Your Furniture While
Paying For It

J.
This Book Case only $20
.U

tUJ

in

p n h n Wat

Johnsen & Son

Complete Home Furnishers

ET

Tt3

iLJ

C.
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With that Thanks-

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

giving Turkey?

Here

are

prices:

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

If so let us have

your Christmas

some of our
Sheets,

4c;

pillow

cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask
the driver.

&

Hay ward Co.

& Hayward Co. Market we will have for
some
very fancy, young Turkeys, Ducks, Geese,
Thanksgiving
nice assortment of Beef, Mutton, Pork,
a
Rabbits,
Chickens,
Veal and Sausages of all kinds, Fish, Oysters, Mince Meat,
Dill, Sweet and Sour Pickles, Kraut, etc.
In the Grocery you will find Nuts of all kinds, Figs, Dates,
Table Raisins, Grapes, Almeria, Tokay, Emperors, Navel
Oranges. Grape Fruit, a fine assortment of Apples for eating
and cooking, Fresh Strawberries and Bananas. In vegetables
Spinach, Cauliflower, fresh Beans, Colorado and New Mexico
Celerv. Head Lettuce, fresh Tomatoes, Celery Root, Onions,
Radishes, Cucumbers. In bakery goods Fine Fruit Cake, Plum
Pudding, "R and R's." Also our regular line of Cakes, Cookies, Bread, etc.
Call at the Co's. store and be convinced that you can do
better in ''Price," "Assortment" and "Quality" in all lines of
eatables than anywhere else in Vegas.

In the Graaf

J,PUREH. Stearns
THINQ8 TO

EAT

It you want

the Best

order early

The Graaf

that money can buy

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

the world's a stage
We operate the wires

All

low

81

617 Douglas

USE

Reasonable Rates

The Mountain States Tel. and Tel. Co.

"Our Sanitary
Bakery Goods"
Fresh Every Day

still have plenty of nice Flowers
even If Thanksgiving is past.
We

507 Sixlh Stmt

PERRY ONION & SON

If it may be termed a science

The

REMEMBER

BOUCHER
462

Good Service

(The Coffee Man.)

Science of
Selling

Farms

most

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.
To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

